
NOTES:

Whip trees shall be planted randomly

with no more than 5 plants of the same

species planted in groups.

Blocks of similar species are not to be

planted.

Rabbit guards to be fitted to all whips

and feathered whips

Feathered whips should be planted no

closer than 1m centers

Pits shall be excavated 150mm wider in

all directions that the natural root spread

of the plant min 300x300x300mm, plant

tree at same level as grown in nursery.

Break up base of pit.
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10% Feathered
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SHRUB SPACING CHART

Shrub and groundcover areas shall be bark mulched to a depth of

75mm.  Mulch type as specified

GROUNDCOVER SPACING CHART

Shrub and groundcover areas shall be bark mulched

to a depth of 75mm.  Mulch type as specified
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75mm deep mulch

500mm diameter ring around tree trunk

remove burlap from upper

one third of rootball

2no. rainbow type tree ties

per stake

Heavy standard / Extra heavy standard

12-14 / 14-16cmg tree

topsoil

1no. 2.5m long x 75mm dia. larch pole

treated with preservative to 150mm above

ground level

backfill

1m x 1m x 1m tree pit

break up base of pit

Min. 1500mm

Over excavation backfilled
with hardcore and topsoil
mix ratio 3:1

Selected semi-mature tree -

20-25 + 30-35cm girth, 5-7m high,

clear-stemmed to 2m

Rootballed, secured below ground with 'Platipus'

rootball fixing system RFI RDM or similar

approved anchored to timber/concrete deadmen

600mm below top level of topsoil. Each tree

supplied with a 100mm perforated irrigation pipe

wrapped around the rootball in a spiral fashion.

Subsoil at base of pit broken up to a
minumum depth of 150mm

75mm deep mulch

1.0m diameter ring around tree trunk

topsoil backfill as per specification

HEDGES

All hedges shall be planted at a density of 3 plants per linear metre in a single row.

Where indicated, hedges shall be planted at a density of 6 plants per linear metre

in a double staggered row, with 3 plants per linear metre in each row and 400mm

between rows.
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NOTES:

All dimensions are in millimeters unless otherwise stated and shall be checked and confirmed by the contractor on site. Any

discrepancies shall be immediately reported to the landscape architects. Work to figured dimensions only - Do not scale from

drawing. Do Not Scale.  Use Figured Dimensions Only. Not for Construction Purposes unless Specifically Marked.
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